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BORRI latest INGENIO MAX: the power of performance. 
A reliable and efficient solution to the most critical applications. 

 
Following the hugely successful release of the Borri Ingenio and Ingenio Plus Uninterruptible Power Supply 
(UPS) solutions introduced to the market last year, the Borri Italy is proud to announce the launch of the 
newest edition to the series.  
 
The Ingenio Max, which comes with a highly intuitive, large colour touch screen, is now available as a 200 
kVA solution. The transformer free Ingenio Max has been designed to deliver the outstanding resilience and 
unmatched efficiency that Borri has become renowned for.  
 
Combining the sophisticated three level Green Conversion patented technology from Borri with full IGBT 
technology with superior manufacturing techniques, makes the Ingenio Max the best in its class, achieving 
up to 99% efficiency and a unity power factor.  
 
With the lowest total cost of ownership (TCO) in its category, the Ingenio Max also comes with advanced 
battery management, dynamic charging mode and remote monitoring. 
 
Preserving battery’s health is a key to capital expenditure protection and full availability of mission critical 
applications. INGENIO MAX comes with advanced charging and battery managing features, allowing for the 
best battery performance and extended battery lifetime. 
 
With the power protection landscape shifting, where businesses are looking for more cost efficient options, 
this transformer free UPS solution can help companies not only address their commercial drivers but also 
provide ultimate power resilience. 
 
The Ingenio Max has been designed and manufactured specifically for critical applications in networking 
and medium to large data centres. For full details about the Ingenio Max please email info@borri.it For all 
other company information or to find out about our other products and services please visit www.borri.it 
 
END 
 
Notes to Editors 
 
Borri Group is a global provider of power electronics systems and solutions for harsh industrial and 
demanding commercial and ICT secure power requirements merging eighty years of experience in  
developing, manufacturing and supplying uninterruptable power systems and solutions. 
 
The company is comprised of three business units: Industrial Power, Commercial Power and Renewable 
Power, headquartered in Bibbiena, Italy. Borri’s latest products, based on its Green Conversion operation 
guarantee the best PUE for green data centers: proof of the ongoing company commitment to innovation.  
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Under the Astrid brand Borri offers systems for green renewable energy: a confirmation of Borri’s 
commitment to sustainability. Thanks to its highly skilled custom engineers Borri controls in-house the 
entire process: from feed studies to design, production and after-sales service guaranteeing  state-of-the-
art solutions.  Based in Italy with over 15,000 m² production area and a large high power test field, Borri 
can depend on its more than  80 years of experience and multidisciplinary research and development to 
serve our customers best. 
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